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Regional Airlines
by the Numbers
• RAA represents 17 U.S. regional
airlines and 85 associate members.
• Regional airlines employ
approximately 65,000 individuals.
• U.S. regional airlines
operate 43% of scheduled
passenger departures.
• Regional enplanements dropped
to just over 73 million
enplanements in 2020 compared
with 165 million in 2019.
• Regional airlines provided more
than half of the air service in 30
states.
• Regional airlines provided more
than 75% of the air service in 15
states.
• Regional airlines provide the sole
source of air service to 66% of U.S.
commercially-served airports.

Air Service Trends
• US Traffic has recovered relatively faster than the world
average, driven mainly by a resilient domestic market.
• Easing of US rules for fully vaccinated international
travelers will accelerate international traffic recovery.
• Regional airlines will continue to play an important role to
feed and distribute passengers from the international
gateways to small and medium sized communities.
• Regional airlines have taken on new city pairs where they
are rightsized to restore or preserve capacity.
• A returning pilot shortage threatens the “last mile” of
recovery, particularly for smaller communities.

What is a Small Community?
• A small community is Small, Non-hub and EAS markets
• In 2019, small communities had over 5,000 daily departures – 70% of those departures were on
aircraft with 76 seats or less (regional airlines).
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Source: Swelbar-Zhong Consultancy Analysis of Airline schedules via Airline Data Inc. online portal, CY 2019

Economic Impact of Air Service to Small Communities

Small community is Small, Non-hub and EAS markets

$41.3B
in
Earnings

$152.8B
in
Economic
Output

Source: Swelbar-Zhong Consultancy for RAA, based on modeling in FAA’s Economic Impact Study 2019.
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Small Community Departures Important to the U.S. Aviation System
Small Communities Share of Connecting Hub Departures
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Airline schedules via Airline Data Inc. online portal, CY 2019
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Air Service Growth has been Uneven
• The vast majority of recent air service growth has been limited to just 30 airports in the large
hub NPIAS category.
• While all categories are gaining seats, departures and destination options are decreasing in all
but the largest airports.

Source: Analysis of Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Air Carrier Statistics Form 41 Traffic: T-100 Segment (July Schedules - U.S. Carriers Only)

Air Service is More than Seats
• Critical connectivity is reduced with fewer flights to fewer places, even when more seats are available.
• More departures and more seats in America's largest cities does little to support the small-scale, cornerstone
economies of America's communities.

Source: Analysis of Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Air Carrier Statistics Form 41 Traffic: T-100 Segment (July Schedules - U.S. Carriers Only)

Airport Growth has been Uneven
Small communities are losing service while larger communities are growing

Air Service Changes 2009 - 2019
Large Hub Airports

Small Community Airports

19.4%
11.2%
2.7%

Departures

Seats
-16.4%

Small Community is Small, Non-hub and EAS markets

Source: Swelbar-Zhong Consultancy Analysis of Airline schedules via Airline Data Inc. online portal, CY 2019

Fewer Airports with Service
Since 2009, dozens of airports have already lost all scheduled passenger service.

Source: Analysis of Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Air Carrier Statistics Form 41 Traffic: T-100 Segment (July Schedules - U.S. Carriers Only)

What’s Next for Small
Communities?
• Opportunities
• Passengers recognize safety of flying – if leisure
travelers are allowed to travel, they will
• Frequency and destination options, often best
supported by right-sized regionals, remain important
to business travelers
• Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) values
are driving investments + innovation in regional
sector with new propulsion, new technology,
promising new aircraft concepts

• Threats
• Aging small jet fleet
• Rising unit costs (fuel, labor)
• Workforce shortages – especially pilots and mx techs

• Unknowns
• Changing passenger behavior (“less” vs. “different”
business travel) as work-from-home (WFH) trends
endure

Urban Decentralization
• Work-from-home has already reduced demand for business
flights and has created another trend: exodus from big
economic centers to smaller cities.
• Major cities are most likely to see outmigration as a result of
remote work with more than 20% planning a move,
primarily seeking lower density and/or lower housing costs.
• People are looking for smaller downtowns, where they can
reduce housing costs and improve their quality of life
without losing the connectivity a close airport provides.
• Secondary market expansion may follow.
• With more decentralized passengers, mainlines must
continue to invest in connectivity and improve regional
networks.

Graphic source: Economist Report: Remote Workers on the Move / Upwork

Regional Airline Fleet
50 seaters present in 72% of cities served; only aircraft
type serving 24% of US markets.
Regional Airline Fleet Mix

50 Seat Only

<50 seats

50 seats

50 Seat RJ Market Presence
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Source: Sabre Mi (2019). Domestic Operations Only

Parsing today’s scarce pilot supply has already
spurred trading small community seats for
larger, higher yield markets. 2021 aviation
headlines were punctuated by news of 50
seaters being retired.

Regional Airline Future Fleet?
• The 50 seat regional jet is aging but
important -- these aircraft play a major role
connecting smaller cities to hubs, used for
the lone source of air service to about a
quarter of all domestic served airports.
• Today’s ESG focus ("capital with a purpose”)
is driving investment and interest in
regional fleet renewal in the 50 seat aircraft
category and smaller.
• Regionals will lead the way in incorporating
new propulsion (electric/hybrid, etc) but:
• This new technology is expensive and should be
incentivized/supported
• Expensive charging environments will undermine
the ROI on these new technologies
• Government and airport partners must create
cost-effective infrastructure

Headwinds for Small Communities
• Historically, some relatively weaker markets survived where they
supported the network overall. In a lower revenue environment
paired with unit cost increases (labor, fuel, equipage) we may see
fewer instances of strong markets justifying the existence of other
markets.
• Decisions are more likely to turn on highest, best use. Marginal
markets are exposed to higher risk with faster consequences.
• When industry shock forces network carriers to retract air service,
small communities are hit first and worst.
• During the Great Recession, smaller communities lost more than
31% of their departures, and lost departures at a rate that was
five times greater than losses at larger airports.
• COVID’s demand shock is the industry’s biggest and longest.
• Labor shortages – particularly in pilots and aircraft technicians –
pose a very high threat to small community air service.

Pilot Shortages Dominate Headlines - Again

“In North America, with an aging pilot population and
heavy use of early retirements, the shortage
reemerges quickly and is projected to reach over
12,000 pilots by 2023—13 percent of total demand.”

Aging Pilot Workforce Facing Mandatory Retirement
Qualified Pilots by Age

• FAA Pilot Airmen Database shows 13.2% of
all qualified pilots will reach their FAA
mandated retirement age of 65 within five
years (13,814 pilots).
• 47.2% of today’s qualified pilots will reach
mandatory retirement age of 65 within 15
years (49,277 pilots).

Source: FAA Pilot Data Statistics, Registry Services and Information Management Branch

Pilot Medicals Each Month Shows Pandemic Impact
•
•
•
•

The peak (max) number of ATP AMEL pilots with valid 1st class medicals occurred in March 2020 (110,758).
The valley (min) occurred in January 2021 with 18,058 fewer (-16%) pilots maintaining 1st class medicals.
As expected, pilots renewed their 1st class medicals consistent with airline schedules recovering.
As of December 1, the total 1st class medical ATP AMEL category is more than 6,200 pilots shy of March 2020 figures.

Source: Analysis of FAA Pilot Data Statistics, Registry Services and Information Management Branch

FAA New Issuance of Relevant Pilot Certificates Remains Depressed
If new pilot production continues at the average
monthly rate, 2021 is forecast to produce 4,300 new
qualified pilots. This is -45% fewer than 2013, -55%
fewer than 2016 and -35% fewer than 2019.

Source: FAA Pilot Data Statistics, Registry Services and Information Management Branch

Aviation Maintenance Technician Shortage
• Median AMT age = 51 years
• Half of all AMTs will retire by 2034
• AMTs retirements (33%
at/approaching retirement)
outpacing replacements (2% of
the annual workforce).
• 192,000 new technicians needed
in North America over the next 20
years if traffic continues to
rebound.
• That’s an additional 2,700
mechanics annually, over 2019
levels.

Sources: Boeing’s 2021-2040 Outlook / Oliver Wyman : Aviation Growth is Outpacing Labor Capacity / Aeronautical Repair Station Association Analysis

Steps for a Strong Pilot Supply
• Aviation stakeholders (USG and industry) must advance policies and priorities that
keep the airline industry healthy and attractive.
• Stakeholders must amplify and broaden outreach to diverse populations in middle
school or earlier to attract tomorrow’s pilots to the profession.
• In addition to attracting and supporting pilots, we must reduce substantial barriers
of entry that today bar all but the wealthy from the career path.
• The cost of pilot training and education far exceeds the limits on student loan dollars
available; making the career path unreachable for students without wealth or private
financing.
• RAA is backing legislation to close this gap and expects introduction this Congress.
• Closing this gap helps will make pilot careers more equitable and inclusive to all and
will mitigate harm from a returning pilot shortage as our nation recovers.
• New, proficiency-based structured pilot training pathways must be created and
supported.

Steps for a Strong Maintenance Technician Supply
• Continue extensive industry outreach efforts to develop more technicians, since
retirements exceed new technicians, and industry outlook projections show
growing demand.
• Increasing aviation career awareness is a critical role for industry, since small
schools don’t have the budget to sell the profession, and schools aren’t at
capacity.
• Enhance partnerships with high schools to recruit young people and with the
military to recruit veterans with aviation experience.
• USG should quickly advance Part 147 curriculum update to modernize education
and training standards.
• Congress should continue to fully fund the Maintenance Technician Workforce
Development program and increase funding in next reauthorization.
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